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Learning Outcomes

By the completion of the session, NIRSA participants will be able to:

✘ identify 3 best practices in designing a monitoring program for your campus

✘ discuss 3 implementation practices for a monitoring program

✘ develop 3 program monitoring practices that can be used on your campus



No reason to get excited

The thief he kindly spoke

There are many here among us

Who feel that life is but a joke

But, uh, but you and I, we've been 

through that and this is not our fate

so let us stop talkin' falsely now

The hour's getting late, hey… 

– Bob Dylan



Assessment vs. Evaluation

Effectiveness vs. Efficiency 

Learning vs. Satisfaction

Behavior Change vs. Happiness



Assessment and Evaluation Plan

✘ Individual Program Learning Assessments and Evaluations

✘ Targeted Assessment Projects

✘ Student Satisfaction Surveys

✘ Tracking Participation Statistics

✘ Internal and External Program Reviews

✘ Student Staff Supervisor Observations

✘ Independent Professional Staff Observation (Night Supervision)

✘ Targeted Program Monitoring System 



What are the gaps Monitoring system can detect?

✘Items that are not assessed or evaluated on a daily/nightly basis

✘Participant Service Interactions

✘Process related items 

✘Quality of training of student staff

✘Quality of programming

✘Matching participant skill to appropriate program

✘Implementation Fidelity of teaching

✘Facility and equipment related items effecting programming

✘Extra benefit is things can be corrected with the extra set of hands



1.

Program Design

Identify 3 best practices in designing a 
monitoring program for your campus



Program Montoring System 

ImplementDesgin Assess



Program Design

Forms and Reports

Student/staff selction and training

Student Learning Implications



2.

Montoring 

Implementation

Discuss 3 implementation practices for a monitoring program



Monitoring Implementation

✘Program selection process

✘Logistics of monitoring different types of programs

✘Meeting focus

✘Information dissemination

✘Change Management



Implementation 

Fidelity



What is Implementation Fidelity?

“the extent to which participants (e.g., teachers) 
deliver the intended innovation and whether 
other participants (e.g., students) accept or 

receive or are responsive to the intended 
services, at the intended level of treatment 

strength (Hulleman & Cordray, 2009)
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Incorporating Implementation Fidelity to the Assessment Cycle

Dr. Sarah Finney



✘ Implementation fidelity data help answer “Why” program outcomes are not being 
observed.

✘ Research has shown that effective programs implemented with high fidelity result in 
better outcomes (e.g., Hagermoser Sanetti & Kratochwill, 2008). 

✘ The combination of low implementation fidelity and the lack of its assessment can 
result in practitioners changing or terminating a program that would be effective if
implemented as planned

Why is Fidelity Assessment Important?



Some Examples





University Recreation Programming Evaluation Form

Category: Group exercise

Name of the program: Dance & Sculpt

Date: 01/02/17

Time: 5:15-6:15 pm

Location: GX2

Instructor: Jules

Evaluator: Arnaud Mensah-etsi

Part A: Evaluating the content or the program

Was the content as advertised? 

Going to observe this program, I observed exactly what I expected. This was a fun class with half of the program dedicated to dancing and the other 

half dedicated to sculpting the body. 

Did the program meet your expectations?

The program definitely met my expectations. There was a lot of choreographed dancing. 

What are the benefits of taking or participating in this program?

-learning some new dancing moves

-Having fun

-learning some new exercises that can be easily replicated outside of the program

How easy or difficult was it for the participants to grasp the content?

Considering that, the content of the dancing section of the program involved a lot of choreography; it seemed that some of the participants were 

having a tough time learning the dancing moves. That was what expected since dancing involves a lot of coordination and choreography. However, 

the participants easily grasped the content of the sculpting section.

Was this program offered during a convenient time of the day?

Yes, this was the perfect time to offer this class. After a long day, participants can come in and goof off, have fun and enjoy a fun program.



On a scale of 1-5 (1 being the lowest and 5 the highest), how would you rate this 

program?

I would rate this program as a 5. I have participated and observed many great programs here at Urec and so far this dance & sculpt program tops the list. 

The combination of the instructor’s enthusiasm, competence, the location of the program, the lighting in the room, the number of participants and their 

willingness to try new things out of their comfort zone made this program excellent. 

Would you recommend this program to other students?

Yes, I absolutely would recommend this program to any students who want to have fun, blow off some steam, goof off, and get a good workout.

Part B: Evaluating the staff

How prepared was the staff for this program?

Jules was well prepared for the program, she arrived early to setup the location, and she had no technical difficulties.

How engaging or passionate was the staff?

She was extremely enthusiastic which was needed in order to lead a program like this. She was smiling throughout the entire hour. She showed a lot of 

energy and it seemed, as she loved what she was doing.

Would you participate in another program led by this instructor? 

I definitely would. A great instructor has the ability to influence the participants’ moods fduring the program. At the beginning, I could notice that some 

participants were stressed, anxious, worried but half way through the program, I noticed all of them smiling, laughing and having a good time. They were 

able to feed off Jules’ wonderful energy. There were no more jitters.

Did the staff encourage questions?

Yes, she encouraged questions at the end of the program, encouraged suggestions for the music playlist.  

What additional suggestions do you have for the instructor?

Great job, keep it up!

Additional comments:

-Very spacious room, great location and excellent lighting for such a program.  

-Risk management: I think at some point, because she did not want random people to enter the room in the middle of the program, she locked the doors. I 

think that might be dangerous in case of an emergency.

-Best instructor I have seen among all excellent instructors on the Urec staff.



University Recreation Intramurals Evaluation Form

Sport: Intramural Men’s Indoor Basketball, 5 on 5

Division: Competitive

Date: 1/25/17

Time: 7pm-9pm

Location: UREC (MAC 3A)

Staff: UREC Staff and officials

Evaluator: Joshua Thaxton

How prepared was the staff for this program?

They were well prepared because as soon as I stepped on the court they were waiting for me to come over to show my JACard and then asked 

me to get a jersey so they could sign me in. Also they had the court cleared and the shot clock and officials ready.

Did the officials seem confident and competent?

The officials seemed pretty confident because as I was in the game there were some plays where it was a clear foul but I was not called.

Did the teams seem to be in the appropriate division according to their skillsets?

I believe both my team as well as the other team were in the appropriate division because we all played well and competitively against one 

another from the start of the game until the end of the game.

On a scale of 1-5 (1 being the lowest and 5 the highest), how would you rate this program? 

I would rate this program a 3 because the officials made fair calls for the most part and the game ran smoothly but the staff did not seem to play 

much of a factor throughout the event. 

What additional comments do you have for this program?

I would like to add that, as a participant, the staff did not do a good job because I know I went up for a layup and got fouled, but after I got fouled 

I fell hard on the floor which created a small pause in gameplay. The officials came to check to see if I was okay but neither one of the staff 

sitting behind the desk came to check on me which I thought was bad. Even though I got up and continued play they did not approach me to ask 

if I was okay. Also when the rest of that half ended and I went to the bench to sit my teammates and one official asked to see how I was doing 

but again neither one of the staff members came to ask if I was okay. 



Learning Outcomes (Behavior and Degree)
At the Conclusion of the “Multicolored Summer Rolls” class, participants will be able to:
1. Demonstrate proper handling of a summer roll wrap
2. Identify at least 1 vegetable/fruit presented in class and an important nutrient it provides
3. Create a wrap that use a variety of flavors and colors

Outline (with matched learning outcomes and times)
Add additional lines and times as needed

I. LO #1
a. Demonstrate making the peanut dipping sauce (5 min)

Instructor verbally and physically showed measuring and mixing of three ingredients
Participants demonstrated each step after completion of the instruction
Total time for this element was 8 minutes

b. Demonstrate cutting the vegetables & fruits (20 min)
Instructor verbally and physically showed of red pepper, mango and avocado
Participants demonstrated cutting of only the mango
Total time for this element was 15 minutes

a. Demonstrate how to wet and roll a summer roll (5 min)
Instructor verbally and physically showed wetting of the rice paper but only demo of the rolling
Participants successfuly demonstrated the wetting but did poorly on the actual rolling



Keep an “I” on “U”

You can’t assess what you can’t see.



3.

Developing Your Own 

Program

Develop 3 program monitoring practices that can be used on your 
campus



Sharing.



A little shout out goes a long way

Remember, Watchtower is not just 
about reporting the problems, but 
also recognizing outstanding work 
as well as giving students the 
chance to learn and grow in thier 
jobs everyday!



Let’s review

Program Design
Assessment vs. 
Evaluation
Forms and Reporting
Selectiona nd 
Training

Monitoring 
Implementation
Program Selection
Logistics
Meetings
Information 
Dessemination
Change Management

Program Assessment
What changes are 
you making as a 
result of this 
information



thanks!

Got questions?
You can us find at

Steve bobbitsr@jmu.edu
Arnaud mensahka@dukes.jmu.edu

mailto:bobbitsr@jmu.edu
mailto:mensahka@dukes.jmu.edu

